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Abstract
Electron cloud beam instabilities are an important con-

sideration in virtually all high-energy particle accelerators
and could pose a formidable challenge to forthcoming high-
intensity accelerator upgrades. Our results evaluate the
efficacy of a diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating for the
mitigation of electron in the Fermilab Main Injector. The
interior surface of the beampipe conditions in response to
electron bombardment from the electron cloud and we track
the change in electron cloud flux over time in the DLC coated
beampipe and uncoated stainless steel beampipe. The elec-
tron flux is measured by retarding field analyzers placed in
a field-free region of the Main Injector. We find the DLC
coating reduces the electron cloud signal to roughly 2% of
that measured in the uncoated stainless steel beampipe.

BACKGROUND
Electron cloud instabilities have been observed in a vari-

ety of modern proton accelerators [1–5] including a recent
instability encountered in the Fermilab Recycler [6].
During the build-up of electron cloud, the particle beam

causes the transverse acceleration of stray electrons which
then scatter additional electrons from the beampipe. The
number of electrons increase exponentially until a saturation
is reached. The secondary electron yield (SEY) of a surface
is the ratio of the average number of electrons scattered from
the surface to the number of electron impacting the surface.
The density of the electron cloud depends critically on beam
intensity and SEY of the inner surface of the beampipe.
One promising way to reduce electron cloud formation

is to coat the inside of the beampipe with low-SEY materi-
als. In this work we test the performance of a diamond-like
carbon (DLC) coating for mitigation of electron cloud in
the Fermilab Main Injector. DLC coatings have been tested
for electron cloud mitigation first at KEKB LER [7] and
CERN SPS [8]. The KEKB group prepared the DLC coated
beampipe for this work and the SEY of the DLC is directly
measured in [9]. The first in-situ SEY measurements were
conducted at KEKB in 2007 [10].
To properly characterize the electron cloud mitigation

performance of the materials, the electron flux needs to be
studied over time. Conditioning is the process where the
bombarding electrons change the surface chemistry of the
beampipe (see [11–13]). As the beampipe conditions its
secondary electron yield lowers and a greater beam intensity
would be required to generate the same electron cloud flux.

Table 1 indicates the Main Injector parameters used for
our results. Simulations of electron cloud buildup in the
Fermilab Main Injector can be found in [14].

Table 1: Main Injector Parameters

Energy 8–120 GeV
Circumference 3319.4 m
RF frequency 52.8–53.1 MHz
Beam Intensity 35–50 × 1012 protons
Bunch Intensity 12 × 1010 protons
Bunch Spacing 18.9 ns
Bunch Length 1–10 ns @ 95%
Beam Admittance 40π mm·mrad
Beam Emittance 15π mm·mrad
Beampipe Inner Diameter 149.2 mm

MI-52 BEAMPIPE TEST STATION
The beampipe test station at MI-52, shown in Figure 1,

was installed to measure the performance of beampipe coat-
ings for the mitigation of electron cloud [15,16]. The MI-52
test station uses electron cloud detectors, called retarding
field analyzers (RFAs) [17,18], to compare the performance
of uncoated and coated beampipe. RFA1 is located at the
center of an uncoated stainless steel (SS) section and RFA3
is located in the center of a coated beampipe section. RFA2
and RFA4 are not used for this study.

Figure 1: The electron cloud measurement setup in the Main
Injector at MI-52. The setup primarily consists of four RFAs
and two beampipe sections. The beampipe is 6" in diameter
and the coated and uncoated sections are each ∼1 meter long.
The setup is located in a straight section to avoid electron
confinement from magnets.

Fermilab uses the ACNET control system [19] and our
work relies on the Lumberjack Datalogger module [20] to
automatically trigger, read, timestamp, and record the elec-
tron cloud signal at each RFA. For each RFA location, the
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Datalogger module records the maximum electron cloud
signal obtained in each Main Injector ramp cycle [15].
The MI-52 test station was used to measure the perfor-

mance of titanium nitride and amorphous carbon in 2009 and
2010 [15]. In September 2013, the DLC coated beampipe
was installed. Between September 2013 and January 2016
the Fermilab Recycler was being commissioned for higher
power operation and during this time the per-pulse intensity
was limited [21]. The DLC beampipe did not show any long-
term conditioning effect at a beam intensity of 25 × 1012
protons [15]. In this work however we find that the DLC ma-
terial rapidly conditions at beam intensities above 35 × 1012
protons and strongly mitigates electron cloud at the high-
est intensities tested in the Main Injector ( 55 × 1012). We
find that the electron cloud flux in the DLC region is ap-
proximately 2% of the electron flux in the SS region. We
assess the performance of DLC material to be comparable
or superior to the performance of the titanium nitride.

The MI-52 test station was offline from June 2015 to Jan-
uary 2016 due to radiation damage [22]. The RFA pream-
plifers were progressively damaged during the Main Injector
slow-extraction cycle by particles backscattered from the
downstream Lambertson magnet. Only two of the pream-
plifer rad-hard op-amp chips [23] could be replaced, leaving
RFA 2 and RFA 4 currently inactive (see Fig. 1). RFA 1 and
RFA 3 are now protected by an event-triggered relay box
that deactivates the preampliers during the Main Injector
slow-extraction cycle.

DLC COATING PERFORMANCE &
CONDITIONING

The high-intensity run of the DLC material for mitigation
of electron cloud begins in January 2016. Figure 2 shows
beam intensity in Main Injector for all regular cycles of
the high-intensity DLC run. In Fall 2017 there was a long
maintenance shutdown period during which the MI-52 test
station was brought up from vacuum. Some low-intensity
cycles are excluded from this dataset, because the electron
flux at MI-52 test station is only logged during regular Main
Injector operation.
In this electron cloud density regime, the electron flux

has a quasi-exponential dependence on beam intensity as
shown in Fig 3. The beam intensity associated with the
onset of electron cloud is itself a product of the SEY of the
beampipe material. As the beampipe material conditions,
higher intensities are required to generate the same flux of
electrons.

In [15], we defined a benchmark beam intensity x0 to be
the beam intensity at which the electron cloud flux is 107
electrons per cm2 per second. This electron flux corresponds
to a 1V signal that shows up clearly in the detection range
of RFA electron cloud monitors. At this benchmark the
electron cloud does not produce any detectable adverse effect
on proton beam quality.
For our results in [15], the benchmark beam intensity x0

at a given point of time was found by an exponential fit of

Figure 2: 2D histogram of Main Injector beam intensity over
time. The color axis is log-scale.

Figure 3: 2D histogram of electron cloud signal and beam
intensity at SS location [24]. Conditioning has taken place
between week of May 9 2016 (top) and week of Jan 23 2017
(bottom).
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the RFA signal as a function of beam intensity. In this work
we use a different method because the beam intensity was
inadequately sampled over the fit range.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a 2D histogram of the beam in-
tensity and timestamp for all cycles with RFA electron cloud
signals between 0.8V and 1.2V at each location. Within each
3-day time bin, the benchmark beam intensity x0 is taken to
be the median beam intensity. If 99.99% of all RFA signals
are below 0.8V in a time-bin, we instead take the benchmark
beam intensity x0 to be the maximum beam intensity in that
time bin.

Figure 4: 2D histogram of the beam intensity and timestamp,
for cycles with RFA electron cloud signals between 0.8V
and 1.2V at the SS location.

Figure 5: 2D histogram of the beam intensity and timestamp,
for cycles with RFA electron cloud signals between 0.8V
and 1.2V at the DLC location.

Figure 6 juxtaposes the benchmark intensity for the SS and
DLC with the average beam intensity over time. The large
fluctuations in the SS benchmark intensity might indicate a
sensitivity to other beam parameters such as bunch length,
emittance, or beam offset. As the average beam intensity
increases, the rate of electron bombardment on the material

increases exponentially, and the material conditions rapidly.
The DLC conditions as a result of a much smaller electron
flux than the SS.

Figure 6: Beam intensity associated with a 1V RFA electron
cloud signal at the DLC (blue) and SS (green) locations.
Average beam intensity (black) shown for comparison.

CONCLUSION
The MI52 test station allows us to directly compare the

electron cloud flux in coated and uncoated sections of
beampipe during high-intensity accelerator operation. We
track the conditioning of the beampipe materials over time
by recording the beam intensity at which a benchmark elec-
tron flux is reached. In this intensity regime (35 − 50 × 1012
protons) the DLC material conditions rapidly and reduces
electron cloud flux by approximately a factor of 50 rela-
tive to SS. We find the performance of the DLC material
comparable or superior to the performance of previously
tested materials titanium nitride and amorphous carbon [15].
The ultimate performance of a maximally conditioned DLC
coated beampipe remains beyond the capabilities of theMain
Injector to test at its current beam intensity.
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